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Abstract— Using machine learning for automatic classification of 

protein sequences is a very important problem that obtained a 

very significant attention. This paper proposes a new automatic 

classification tool for protein sequences using decision tree 

learning. We proposed the using of physicochemical properties of 

amino acids as the attributes of decision tree. The results showed 

that the proposed method has a good performance in predicting 

protein classification. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The proteins are the main units of building the cell, and they 

have a lot of functions that support cell activities. So, the 
problem of protein function prediction is so important and 

critical, and considered as one of the most important problems 

in functional genomics [3].   
Classification is the process of assigning data to one of 

several predefined classes [7]. 

Decision tree is [7] a machine learning technique that is 

used for building classification models.  DT has a lot of 

advantages if compared to other learning techniques. It – for 

example- has the ability for dealing with redundant attributes; 

also it has a low cost when generating classification models, 

and many other advantages. Moreover, the model that is 

inferred from some samples using DT can be used as a general 

model and gives good results [7] [11].  

There are many methods were used to classify proteins [4] 
[1] [8] [2]. 

This study presents an approach for predicting caspase 3 

substrates cut sites based on the decision tree. The method 

shows an improvement over existing methods because of using 

a set of physicochemical properties for each amino acid in each 

substrate. 

In the next section we will introduce some background 
about decision trees and protein physicochemical properties. 

Then we will discuss our dataset and method. In section IV we 

will represent the experiments and results.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Decision Tree Algorithm 

Decision tree is a "a predictive modeling technique from the 

field of machine learning and statistics that builds a simple 

tree-like structure to model the underlying pattern of data" [11].  

Decision tree method has the ability of dealing with qualitative 

and quantitative data. It can do classification with few 
computations it also can be easily interpreted.  

Decision tree can be considered as a directed tree. Its 

structure has three types of nodes: The root, which is the 

starting node, having no incoming edges. Internal splitting 

nodes, which are none leaf nodes and contains a decision. Leaf 

nodes, that contains the most appropriate values for a class. 

Both internal and leaf nodes have exactly one incoming edge.  

Decision tree is a good classifier that can simplify a 

complex decision making process [13]. The decision tree gives 

the ability to show the results graphically as a tree model. Tree-

Building and Tree-Pruning are implemented using CART and 
C4.5 algorithms in the decision tree procedure [5]. The target 

of training decision tree from a sample data S is to produce a 

brief model that is compatible with the training data. 

Usually, learning algorithms implements a top-down greedy 

search algorithm through decision trees, this lead to organizing 

the tests in a tree. The algorithm gives smaller and better 

subsets of the data set increasingly giving more nodes by tested 

under new properties. 

Determining which attribute to be chosen next is based on 

the measure of impurity; which is called the entropy of the 

sample set for that node, entropy can be calculated according to 

the following formula [13]: 
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Where     is the fraction of examples in S.  

The attribute is as better as how much it decreases the 

impurity. The decrease in the impurity is called information 

gain, it can be calculated following this formula [13]:  

                       
    

                                          (2) 

Where            represents all possible values for 

attribute  . 

B. Physicochemical Properties of Amino Acids 

Amino acid is an organic compound that consists of two 

kinds of groups: amine group and carboxyl group. A group of 

amino acids together are forming a protein molecule when 

linked together by peptide bonds. A set of physicochemical 

properties are used to classify the 20 amino acids into several 

groups. These properties were selected from a physicochemical 

properties database called AAindex which includes about 544 

amino acid properties, because of the reputation in this data we 
selected 50 properties [10].  

 (Sv) 

III. DATA METHOD 

A. Dataset 

We implemented decision tree on caspase 3 substrates. Our 
dataset consists of 247 positive (cleaved) peptide data and 247 

negative (uncleaved) peptides. Each substrate consists of 14 

amino acids [12].  

B. Learning 

In this step the decision tree is built from the training 

dataset. The attributes of decision table are the 
physicochemical properties that each amino acid has in each 

position of the substrate. So we have 700 values in each row of 

the table obtained from these properties in addition to one 

value indicating the classification of the substrate whether it is 

negative or positive. After that, the decision tree is built using 

the entropy and gain 1, 2. 

C. Evaluation 

Different values were used to calculate several measures for 

classifier evaluation [6], as follows: 

False discovery rate: 

                                           
  

     
                                    (3) 

Specificity: 

                                        
  

     
                                  (4) 

Matthews Correlation Coefficient: 

              
           

                             
                   (5) 

Accuracy: 

                               
     

           
                                (6) 

Precision: 

                                    
  

     
                                       (7) 

Where: 

TP (True Positive): is the number of correct positive 
classifications. 

FP (False Positive): is the number of incorrect positive 

classifications. 

TN (true negatives): is the number of correct negative 

classifications. 

FN (false negatives): is the number of incorrect negative 

classifications 
  

All of these measures were calculated using the evaluation 

values which are resulted from evaluation step. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

This application for classification the cut sites from the 

given training set of proteins was implemented in Java. The 

application uses the Weka version 3.6.9 [9] library to apply the 

trained classification models and to use them in the 

classification of the protein.  

We have implemented several test cases on the dataset; we 

used the first 10% of this dataset for testing and the rest 90% 

for training. Then we used second 10% for testing and so on. 
Finally we had 10 test cases for evaluation. 

Each test case includes 444 instances: 222 of them are 

negative, and the others are positive. These instances are 

representing the peptides; each one of them is a substring of 14 

characters, and each character has 50 properties representing 

physicochemical properties, so the whole substring has 700 

attributes. 

A. Learning 

First, we applied the learning method on these instances in 
order to build the decision tree; the instances are the input of 
the DT. After learning, the tree has been built; following figure 
illustrates a part of the tree obtained when applying learning on 
the instances of the first test case:  

 

  Figure 1: Part of the resulting decision tree 

This tree shows that the best attribute to use first is p287, 

which means that the best position for the character is the 6th 

position and the best property is "D Relative preference value 

at N3 " [Richardson-Richardson, 1988]. 

B. Classification 

The classifier of J48 algorithm is provided in the Weka 

library. It is one version of the C4.5 algorithm [9] a classifier 

based on decision tree. The training data set are ordered as a 

sub trees depending on a selected features or attributes that 

gives the most efficaciously divides the data set. Two methods 

are followed to obtain the classification results. First, is 



information entropy which calculates the impurity measure, 

and then splitting the tree with the best split, this method is still 

iterating until the tree cannot be splitted any more. Second 

method is using pruning in order to improve the accuracy of 

the prediction by taking off the useless tree nodes. The final 

results of the classification are assigned to the leaf nodes 

indicating the class. 

C. Evaluation 

The third step is the evaluation of the data appending on the 

model giving different measures and statistics. 

Final step is testing the efficiency of the model (the tree), by 

applying classification method on the 10% of the data set that 

are reserved for this method. 

The first test case gave a result of 78% accuracy in the 

classification method. 

When testing the negative data, 5 of the instances were not 

classified correctly, while 20 of them obtained the right 
classification. For the positive test, 6 instances were incorrect 

while 19 were classified correctly. The average of correct 

instances classification obtained via several test cases was 

76%. 

The evaluation of the classifier with quality measures 

indicated that the proposed method has a good performance in 

predicting caspase 3 cleavage sites. 

CONCLUSION 

We have developed a decision tree tool for reading a 

number of proteins sequences, predicting their caspase cut sites 

and outputting the positives sequences. We show that our 

method is a worthy tool in identifying novel caspase target 

proteins from proteomics experiments. The importance of this 

work is the using of physicochemical properties of amino 

acids. 

FUTURE WORKS 

For the physicochemical properties method we used 50 of 

the most important physicochemical properties, and we need to 

use additional amino acids physicochemical properties, but the 

decision tree needs more work. 
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